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ABSTRACT
The principal objective of this study is to determine which of

the characteristics of pressure on the ocean bottom could be

predicted if the sea surface wave spectrum is known. In

particular, the distribution of negative pressure amplitudes,

the distribution of pressure periods, and the distribution of

half-periods for discrete negative amplitudes are investigated.

An analysis is made of surface wave records to obtain the

inherent power at various frequencies. The resulting surface

power spectrum is attenuated to the bottom using classical

hydrodynamic methods. The computed power at the bottom

compared closely with the total power determined from a

simultaneous bottom pressure record. Given total power,

the distribution of pressure amplitudes can be determined

based on a Rayleigh distribution. The distribution of pressure

periods cannot be obtained analytically, but empirical methods
give agreeable results. A method of determining the dis-

tribution of half-periods for discrete negative pressure

amplitudes is obtained for the case when this amplitude is

zero. Comparison between predicted and observed pressure

characteristics is presented.



FOREWORD

Recent developnents in the studjr of ocean waves have

stimulated interest in the prediction of pressure fluctuations

at the ocean bottom caused by ocean vjaveso Although there is

considerable literature on the exponential decrease in wave

motion downwards from the surface, newer concepts of wave analysis

at depth based on the power spectrum concept have scarceljr been

touched* This paper is designed to fiU in some of this gap of

knowledge and to provide a method for estimating bottom pressure

from a given surface wave power spectrumo

This developmenial paper is an interim step in the Uo S«

Navy Hydrographic Office's continuing program for developing

suitable wave forecasting methods for xise by commercial and

military activities

o

J. B. COCHRAN
Captain, U<. S. Navy
Hydrographer
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A. IlffRODTICTION

Since January 195ii3 the Navy Hydrographic Office has been engaged

in the qualitative and quantitative analysis of wave and pressure data

collected in 30 to 1^0 feet of water off the east coast of the United

States. The analysis of these data is fundamental in that it has afforded

an opportunity to initiate prediction techniques for determining various

characteristics of bottom pressures. In some instances, the full signifi-

cance of these properties have not been determined

»

Many of the features of surface waves have been explained by Pierson

(1952) and Neumann (19?3) on the su.pposition that a wave record as a func-

tion of time is Gaussian. Employing the techniques of Tukey (I9ll9) and

Tukey and Hamming (I9h9) t the theory has been further developed to explain

the methods of wave analysis for estimating the power spectrum of the

steady-state sea surface.

Various theories based on the analysis of noise, advanced by Rice

(I9U4. and 19ii?)j have been applied to surface waves. None of these theories

have been carried completely or satisfactorily to the point of explaining

how the surface waves are attempted with depth. Yet the need for con-

venient and efficient methods of predicting properties of pressure vraves

has made itself increasingly felt in research and development in fields

where background pressure ( the variation in pressvire on the ocean

bottom as a result of the wave action at the sxirface ) is important in

determining an index of effectiveness for pressure gear.



In this paper some techniques are presented which have not been

considered before for use in the theoretical and experimental investiga-

tions of fluctuations in pressiire at the bottom of the ocean. Ihe limita-

tions of such procedures are discussed and some sample results are shown*

B. PRESSUR3 POWER SPECTEUM

It is assumed that the pressure variations at a given depth are essen-

tially reflections of the features existing at the surface of the ocean«

Consider then, the energy spectrumj namely the pressure power spectrum,

formed as a result of the wave action on the surface. If the formation is

governed purely by attenuation of the surface profiles, the pressure varia-

tions will be given by

where A (A) is the power spectrum of the sea surface, K is the attenua-

tion factor, and Ap(jU,) is the residual energy at depth d. Theoretically,

a family of curves can be derived from equation (l) by var;ving the depth.

i/iThen the depth considered is equivalent to the depth from the still-water

level to tlie bottom, the attenuating factor is

K^

.

[ _ a)

where L. is the wave length associated with the spectral period, \ ^ and

a is the depth of water.

In practice, i^TTu / L is obtained from a knowledge of d / Lo j,

where L = 5.V5lT^s ^^'^ deepwater vrave length. These quantities and other

related factors have been tabulated by Wiegel (1948).

The functional relationship between Ap( Lt) and A ijU-) defines the

2
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curve of the so-called pressiire response factor from which cut-off values

may be determined. The cut-off value is defined as that value of U,

at which there is a two-percent response of the pa-imal wave, or the fre-

quency at which the power is essentially zeroo A set of such theoretical

curves, \^=./\ (/A/ jl^(/(,'^ constructed for various values of the parameters

I =onr/w. and a is shoiTO in figiu-e 1„ It is to be noted that the defini-

tion of the response factor is independeTst vjhether wave height or wave

amplitude is used since the linear relationship, wave height equals tvjice

the wave amplitude, is assumed to holdo

Although a completely analytic solution of equation (l) is not possible.

it can be solved numerically for any given depth, X^fith ^io) determined

from a wave-staff record and K given by equation (2), Ap(/<-"i can be

determined o

A set of data consisting of surface wave height measurements was

used to obtained a surface power spectrum A (/Al) • ^°^ ^^^^^ P-irpose,

values pC-tO ^^e^® taken off of a 20-minute wave-staff record at inter-

vals of A't- 9. seconds. These values were used to solve Tukey's chain

of equations (Pierson, 19^2) as follows:

(4)

m-\

L^ = I /yy\ (Qo+a^ Qp tosUpkM4-Q^<loS-nU



N is the total number of values, £t i'^x\) ~ t P^'^n^ ""
f J j

con-

sidered in the anal^/sis, L_j = L^j ; ^ =^l~-y^^, and

/l^- U^ /At -m = an / T .

The actual work of solving these equations was done by an IBM elect-

ronic computer at the Hydrographic Office » The apparent amplitudes,

^ (/^}.")were then transformed into true amplitudes by modifying each dis-

crete spectral amplitude. This was done by using wave-staff correction

factors determined by the University of California OSh^) - The surface

wave record was obtained by the H„ 0. electric wave staff (Upham, 1955).

This is a floating wave staff which requires a correction for its natural

oscillatory character-is tics <.

The set of individually-corrected values is the surface power spectrum.

To obtain the background pressure at the bottom, which is at «l s:8S0 feet,

it is necessarji^ to attenuate this surface power spectrum for discrete values

of the frequency i^L , Taking d^ ISO feet, it is possible to determine

the significant range of values for^» = aiT/x ^^°"' figure lo Clearly,

the frequencies range over the interval aTf/l to 'SJTJs^^ With these limiting

^, § and corresponding values of K and J\ iP^i) i'^-^^
pressure power

spectrum follows directly from equation (l)=

Tlie pressure power spectrum so obtained is shown in figure 2» The

experj^raental spectinam obtained from analysis of a pressure record at 1^0

feet, taken simultaneously with the surface record, is also shown. Quan-

titatively, the agreement in the significant range of fi-equencies between

the observed and predicted values, given in table I, is considered goodo

The curves defining the confidence limits for the predicted spectrum are

given in figure 2e These determine the ninety-percent confidence level.
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Table I

Predicted and Observed Values for Pressure Power Spectrum at 150 Feet

h ^ T K^ijji) (predicted) A^(U^ (observed)

6 TT/IO 20.0 .0450 .0422

7 TT/S.6 17.1 .3010 .2110

8 11/7.5 15.0 .8612 .8902

9 TT/6.7 13.3 1.2964 1.2720

10 lf/6,0 12.0 1.1260 .8902

11 Tr/5.5 10.9 .5622 .5084

12 IT/5.0 10.0 .3165 .2110

13 TT/4.6 9.2 .1185 .084A

14 TT/4o3 8.6 ,0400 .0422

15 TI/4.0 8.0 ,0146 .0422



That is, ninety percent of the time the spectriijii will be expected to lie

between the two dashed ciirves •

Another set of calc-ulations was made using a relationship between the

average wave length L and the average period "T" of a wave system,

introduced by Pierson (1952). If it is assumed that

holds over a narroxir spectral band width, then it can be substituted in the

expression

in which /L = ^TtJt and

C05K' [(/tc'cl/^^ \^doVK C/a'i/^il

is the attenuating factor at depth d • Itcoth {IL d /a ") is the

iterated hj'perbolic cotangent of /JToiJ^ t ai^d

This factor K* , when applied to the surface power spectrum mentioned

above , determined a pressure power spectrum much smaller than the true spectrum

obtained from the analysis of the pressure record. In effect, making this

substitution changed the attenuating factor from

L Hro \ , ^Kere (j, = ^
The behavior of these finntions is shoiTO in figure 3- The results reported

9
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here indicate that the use of the average
_,

L. , is not valid in this

instance. It was considered worthwhile to give these results as an

indication of what had been found for one particular case.

In the following sections, the methods of predicting and analyzing

power spectra will be described. The three characteristics of bottom

pressure fluctuations of general interest will be discussed in some

detail. These are the distribution of negative wave amplitudes > p^ j

the distribution of wave periods ^\ ^ and the distribution of a di.screte

negative wave amplitude, Ap with half-periods, ^t . All distributions

are best expressed in ogive curves. These ogive curves and various other

properties of pressure fluctuations will be determined and compared with

observed results

«

C. ffiEDICTION OF POJER SPECTRA

For a given wind velocity, V , when fetch and duration are considered

unlimited, the so-called co-cumulative power spectra are defined and a

number of such E(+^ cjrves are given by Neumann (1953) o These curves de-

fine the power spectrum for each wave system with total inherent energy

V/hen either fetch or duration of txind is a limiting factor, the energy in

the system also is obtainable from Neumann's curves

o

Basically, H. is proportional to the summation of the amplitudes squared

over the entire range of frequencies, and is equivalent to QQ~i.lAt. given,

respectively, by equations (3) and (5).

For all practical purposes, the power spectruju is given by

11



(10^

where tl'^i i^ nondecreaslng and the largest value is given by equation (9),

Hence, once C (t J is known, the power spectrum of the surface follows

directly from the operations indicated in equation (lO). The adopted

values of A (t J over the significant band of frequencies can be attenu-

ated to a given depth as outlined previously. The result will be the

pressure power spectrujii. The procedure for analyzing this spectrum to

obtain some characteristics of pressure on the bottom of the ocean will

be described nexto

D. ANALYSIS OF FRESSIIRE Pa^^E'R SPECTRUM

Writing equation (10) as A p (+) aT" = d E p C"t) and integrating

both sides of the equation results in

\ k\W i^ - Ep(*>- 00

tp(+) can be described as the area under the power curve for a give

range of frequencies. More explicitly, £.oi.^^ is the area under Ap (-f 1)

from +»**» to T - CL , If it is assumed that tpC^) starts with the

value zero at-t-D the cut-off frequency, then Epy^^q^C-t) will not differ

appreciably f ix)m the sum of the amplitudes squared, obtained by integrating

over the entire range of frequencies from t- O to -f- *>«> . Thus Entr\cix ( '
"^

is the total area under A* p C4- ^ over the significant band of frequencies.

It should be noted that the expression Ep(xt)raay be obtained by replacing

-+ by its equivalent value z^ /qiT •

12



The total area under the paw^r spectnmi may be obtained in a number of

ways. The simplest method, of course, is to use a planimeter. The method

more frequently followed, however, consists of dividing the frequency /axis

into a set of intervals and determining the valu^ of the power curve at the

midpoint of each interval. The product of this value and the length of the

interval summed over the entire range of frequencies is approximately Epvna)c(yU)

Figure 4 shows the experimental data /\p {n,) at a depth of 150 feet.

The associated Ep(yU.) curve was determined by integrating over the spectrum,

with a planimeter. The total area was found to be .oLSf -Px. over the signifi-

cant band of frequencies, which approximates closely the irailue EpTnaxC/LO^ •2CH-f't

already obtained by machine analysis. The numerical value E = tp_^^Cu)is the

quantity used in forecasting the wave amplitudes. Once E. is known, the

ogive curve representing the number of waves with amplitudes greater than a

specified amplitude, r^ , can be obtained from table II, if it is assumed

that the values therein hold for all wave records.

Using £_ -K .^t*j. -^-V- , i.e. VE = .51H- -t"t- the cumulativ-e distribu-

tion of waves with amplitudes greater than r^ inches was determined for

the power curve shown in figure 4. Figure 5 shows the comparison of the

predicted curve and the curve obtained from a hand analysis of the original

wave record.

The next step is to consider the distribution of waves with periods

greater than a specifisd period,T . Theoretically, very little has been

done along this line because of the variation of periods from wave to wave.

However, Rice (1944 and 1945) has derived an expression for the expected

number of zeros per second which may occur in a random time series. It is

assumed that the number of times the record crosses the moan line is the

number of zeros; thus the expected number of zeros per second is tv/ice

13
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Tab]e 11

Theoretical Values to Be Used in Predicting W.-ve Amplitude Distribution.'

Percent of v/aves \ ith Pg (inches of water

)

amplitudes ^ P

100 0.00 ]/E

90 3.B/^ Ye

80 5.64 Ye

70 7.20 Ye

60 8.52 |/E

50 9.96 Ye

UO 11.52 J/e

30 13.20 Ye

20 15.24 Ye

10 IB. 24 j-^

15
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the expected number of waves per second. This may be expressed as follows:

E»pec4reA r^umtet- o4 xeroa per sec.-^

fro'-i t-Thich is obtained the

JJ^^
f^{s.) a^

f ^^4-^ A^
(lA)

Ex^ecTed YMAm\5er o-f vjaves per iec,«-

Substituting -|- s \ / T i
equation (I3) becomes

Expecbd YiumWr c[ vjcxves per sec =

1

.^aA
-t- /\V)^-?-

\
^^i)<lf

Va

(13)

rT"
Jo

' K'CT) AT

ll>-
* ffCT) if

04)

The reciprocal of this expression gives the average period

T =
\^

t''''k'ctWt

Neumann (1953) obtained an empirical spectrum for a fully-developed

wind-generated sea.

A (yW.) = c^ e

where v is the wind velocity. If Neumann's spectrum is applicable,

equation (15) can be written

T =.
frV-^-^V

/ft

(It)

17



where

a=. "i/raHrv

This expression is valid for s\ii:'face waves, where theoretically all periods

between and OO are possible. To extend this concept to depth it is

necessary" to transform the surface power spectrum to a pressure power spec-

trum and, considerinf; the filtering action of depth, evaluate the integrals

from the cut-off period TsTl. to T= «so •

First, to reiterate what is meant by a wave period, consider a time-

series record of pressure variations on the bottom of a body of water due

to the passage of surface vdnd waves

o

To ::=^ > «: T|

Mean

The time it takes, for the record to complete a cycle (doT-mcross to dovmcross)

is called a period "U (a= o,i,a... .). The average wave period at a given

depth (bottom) will be represented by _ ,,

\--

1

Cn)

In general, it is not possible to solve this equation analytically, but a

numerical solution will be valid*

The wave measurements represented by figure h were made at a depth of

18



150 feet, where periods less than 7 seconds are not represented. Therefore,

the limits of integration for equation (1?) are 7 and Oo • Thus, the

average wave period given by equation (17) is TL-IA.15 seconds. This

closely approximates the value "V — jSl.To seconds already obtained from a

direct analj'sis of the wave datao

Assuming a gamma-type distribution, prediction curves for wave period

distributions can be determined from the mean period, the standard devia-

tion, and a measure of the skewness. This type of analysis has been done

previously by Puts (1952). In fact, Putz gives relationships in terms of

the average period for both the standard deviation S^ and the skewness

®^2 • These expressions are

:

a^ - 0.313 T- 0.15S
^

3

A comparison of these empirical prediction curves with the period distri-

butions from several pressure records is illustrated in figure 6 and

figure 7«

The period for Patz's prediction curves has been defined in a different

manner than the definition used in this report. Putz has defined a wave

period as twice the time it takes for the record to complete a half cj'cle

(trough to peak). This difference in measuring periods Td.ll have great

effect in some cases. It is believed that the good agreement for tlie

records shov/n is due to the relatively deep depths at which Putz's measure-

ments were made; for the em.pirj.cal curves. As will be shown later, at these

depths the ratio of the number of vrfve maxima to the number of waves ap-

proaches one.

19
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For the ex-imple cited, in trhich the nieosurenients were taken at a

depth of 1^0 feet, it was found that Piats ',:; relationships were not valid.

In fact, So^ given bj^ the eproirical relationship was almost exactly the

square of the standard deviation computed from the wave record, and cK
^

was found to be three times 1 irger than tlie value obtained from the

original wave record. Since °^g was small in absolute value, it was

considered worthwhile to fit the normal distribution (the symmetric member

of the gamma«-type distributions) to the w^ve*period distribution, A s-ur-

vey of the results indicates that the approach was valid, and the agree~

ment is in order as shown in figure 8. This observation is a qualitative

one and it should be emphasized that quantitative conclusions are not

given much weight at this time. However, it appears from analyses of

additional pressure records that both the standard deviation and the

skewness coefficient are relatively constant for pressure variations with

average periods of nine seconds or moreo

Next, to show the behavior of the ratio of the nujiiber of wave maxima

to the nimiber of waves, it is necessary only to obtain the

Expecriea. YAUrrvber ot WaVe maXt'^o. per ^ec =

-1 «/

4^m^

.a*4.

-f Al-f)a-f

A

and form the ratio of this to equation (13), with f\ (t) replaced by

Apt'fO • The ratio becomes

22
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I^= (l> ApApC+)^<^AjoApW<l^

u

f+*^*y «)<&*)

(11)

The higher frequencies are essentially damped out due to the filtering

action of depth. Therefore, in a pressure record the limits of equation (19)

go from to b where b varies according to the depth. Furthermore,

from the analysis of power spectra it appears that the lower limit can be

chosen also. Thus, in effect the requirements can be fulfilled for an ideal

band pass filter whose pass band extends from Te^, to T^^ •

5

i^l-^lY
00)

or in terms of T"

^'5 (TMb*)^
Wl)

Choosing -!-£^ =: .05 > the graph of equation (20) showing R^ for

various values of 4-1. is given in figure 9. The choice of -rb is ne-

cessarily a function of the pressure recorder and the depth. The choice

of -TL with depth is not exact, but since there is probably some maxi-

mum amplitude of a wave for a given period, i |-fk » there is some maximum

-fu which will be associated with it. This tu maximum is not realistic

for a great nany sea conditions, however, and thus the choice of T'Lyy^cJi^

remains a question.

If not more than two percent of an elemental wave were recorded by a

pressure recorder, then using figure 1, the minimum periods to be expected

in a pressure record would be as follows:

24
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FIGURE 9. RATIO OF EXPECTED NUMBER OF MAXIMA TO EXPECTED
NUMBER OF WAVES AS A FUNCTION OF THE MAXIMUM
FREQUENCY f^.
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Depth Minimimi Period

30 feet 3 seconds

90 feet seconds

1^0 feet 7 seconds

These values determine TbTv^ox- ^""^ consequently f^* from figure 9 as

given in table IIIo

Table III

^ f Determined for Minimum "T

3 »333 1.2U

5 o200 1.18

7 .lli3 1.13

The ratios of the number of wave maxima to the number of waves were

determined from the original records mentioned above, and the results

are indicated as follows:

Depth No. of Records Average Ratio

30 feet 13 1.30

90 feet 12 1.13

150 feet 8 1.09

It is interesting to note 'that for a purelj^ wind-generated sea, one

in which all heights and periods are possible,

26



Kt =
T^e-'^^^V

AT y

iSLi)

That is, a random time series of the sea surface will have 73 percent more

maxima than waves. This value also has been found by Pierson (1954).

Another Important property of pressure fluctuations is represented by

the ogive curve whj.ch expresses the distribution of waves with a discrete

negative amplitude Ap* ,
and negative half-period, "t^ . Consider a

sample from a pressure record

^

Mean

then, the ogive curve Ap is the negative half-period distribution of

waves with amplitudes ft^ ^ O , and the ogive cvirve Ap, is the

negative half-period distribution of waves with amplitudes Q, -^ I

(inches of water), etc. Due to the asjoTuiietry of the record, a discrete

Vo does not exactly equal A"t"o but in a sufficiently long record
j a.-b
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should be nearly equal to T .

The total nmnber of cases for c.;mputin[: the Ao versus "t" curves

is not equal to the total niunbGr of cases for computing the period. T
)

curves. The number of wave maxima are used in the fij^st, and the number

of waves are used in the latter. However, the Ap versus "V curves can

be drawn as a percentage of either the number of wave maxima or the number

of waves, since the ratio of the two is presumably known. This ratio for

a given depth can be determined from figure 9o

The A.p curve is obtained from the ogive curve representing the dis-

tribution of waves with respect to period, and in fact iS' equal to

fer^eeY^'l^ p-r- wa\/ea oj\^V\ pertod ^ T uoWre

\ rSjt" and Kr is the ratio of the number of W8,ve maxima to the number

of waves. The curves for Ap Ap etc., can not be deduced at this

time, as there is no apparent relationship between a discrete amplitude

and a half-period distribution.

E. REMARIS

It has been established that some of the characteristics of bottom

pressures can be predicted. However, these forecasting techniques are

based on several basic assumptions which must be considered in any ap-

plication of the principles. The first assumption is that the sea surface

spectrum is known, either predicted from mnd conditions or measured.

Secondly, it has been considsred that the bottom is rigid and that there

will be no correction necessaiy to the basic attenuation factor
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In these techniques, fluctuations of the ocean bottom due to micro-

seisms, cataclysxns, etc., have not been considered. The results shown

appear to be excellent, but it remains to be seen how the theory will

stand after further tests, A large quantity of data is presently being

taken and comparative analyses between surface waves and associated

pressure fluctuations t-iill be carried out.
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